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antony gormley is an english sculptor, an interpreter of form, and an examiner of the rela!onship between human

body and space. for more than 40 years, gormley’s sculptures, installa!ons and public artworks have confronted

fundamental ques!ons of where human beings stand in tandem with nature, and with the universe. the turner prize-

winning ar!st has previously engaged in studies of archaeology, anthropology, art history, and buddhist medita!on —

experiences that profoundly informed his work. whether they be lead figures cast from his own body, monumental

inhabitable sculptures, or full-scale anatomies standing on skyscraper edges, gormley reflects on his belief that the

spiritual and physical selves are delicately intertwined. 

 

designboom spoke exclusively with antony gormley at the exhibi!on ‘fit’ in london, where he discussed the thinking

behind the show, his con!nuing partnership with white cube gallery, and the overall themes imbued in his

sculptural work.

sleeping field, 2016
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designboom (DB): what were the ini!al ideas that influenced the ‘fit’ exhibi!on at white cube gallery in london?

 

antony gormley (AG): well, when we scheduled another show for the white cube, I thought: what have I been making

over the last two years and how could that possibly make sense all together. we started with the idea of making 100

objects, irrespec!ve of scale and material, and laying them out on a grid on the floor. that was the beginning of this

‘fit’ show, and was about a year ago. 

sleeping field, 2016
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DB: as the thinking behind the exhibi!on evolved, what challenges did you face in presen!ng the pieces together?

 

AG: while being conceptually and democra!cally very interes!ng, its limita!ons were obviously clear to me from the

very beginning. in the process of thinking about the show, a lot of the more mutable materials got wiped out. there

were small balsa wood models, which have ended up in the archive, and polystyrene, wax and plaster pieces were

completely wiped out as well.

passage, 2016 | 6 mm weathering steel | 79 1/2 x 28 7/16 x 471 5/8 in. (202 x 72.2 x 1198 cm)
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designboom (DB): how did you envision these objects in tandem with each other, and their rela!onship to the

gallery?

 

AG: I began to realize that what the objects could do to each other, and how they could ac!vate the space, was

actually much more important than just le"ng them fight it out without acknowledging their par!cular language and

form. it became really extraordinary how the making of the chambers became instrumented in themselves. this

looked at what would be in the them, and how the exhibi!on would work in terms of every space having to be

reinforced or a contradic!on with the previous ‘model’ exhibi!on.

installa!on view of ‘construct’ at sean kelly, new york

photography by jason wyche, new york / courtesy of sean kelly, new york

see more about the project on designboom here 

 

 

DB: can you explain the reasoning behind the exhibi!on as a labyrinth and how this configura!on was decided?

 

AG: well it’s actually built around the ‘sleeping field’ installa!on. it’s funny, the ‘sleeping field’ came quite early on

actually. I had the realiza!on that it had to be the core, the enigma, the un-enterable room that had the biggest

ques!ons hanging over it. overall, you could say that the syntax of the show is quite crisp. it uses line, plane and

mass, allied to scale as a quality in its own right.

the façade of london’s beaumont hotel is topped by a giant crouching figure
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see more about the project on designboom here

 

 

DB: what were some of the themes that arose when organizing the show?

 

AG: well, we wanted to make a show that takes people across the poten!al of sculpture. this is by either ac!va!ng

space, in terms of three-dimensional drawings; to containing space, in the terms of the poten!al of architectural

drawing or box-making; or displacing space, in the manner of large, solid cas!ngs. those were the principles that

emerged when configuring the exhibi!on. I am very proud with what we have done. we wouldn’t have been able to

do it without the quite considerable support of the white cube gallery.

antony gormley’s event ‘horizon’ — the largest public art project ever installed in hong kong
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see more about the project on designboom here

 

 

DB: how do see your partnership white cube gallery evolving in years to come?

 

AG: I cannot imagine being able to do what I do without the help of white cube. they have been absolutely

extraordinary. basically, I think that jay’s philosophy of [jay jopling, founder of white cube]: why do something

conven!onal or ordinary, when you can do something different and extraordinary, and then if it is going to be

extraordinary let’s take it to its conclusion. this philosophy is really exci!ng, especially when given that kind of

support behind your project.

31 sculptures of naked, life-size, anatomically correct sculptures look out across hong kong
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DB: how does your work — and par!cularly ‘sleeping field’ — reference the subjects of city landscapes, migra!on

and inclusiveness?

 

AG: the whole show is all about us — humans and society — and the ‘sleeping field’ is a main part of this idea. it is

about the forces that are affec!ng ci!es, not just london but around the world. we have ever greater divisions

between the rich and the poor, and ever bigger corpora!on interests that are in contradic!on and alien to

communi!es and individual interests.

gormley set more than 100 human figures overlooking the italian city of florence

image by antony gormley / courtesy galleria con!nua and white cube © the ar!st

see more about the project on designboom here 

 

 

DB: how do you see our rela!onships to each other influenced by the infrastructure that surrounds us?

 

AG: you could say that ci!es are about as much as the friendships and associa!ons that people can make in them, as

they are about the materials and construc!ons. overall, the background of this show is posi!oning to what extent do

we feel alienated and to what extent do we feel as par!cipants in the evolu!on of our collec!ve body — the body

being the city.

the inner rooms of the historic forte di belvedere, its ramparts, steps and terraces were filled with artwork

image by antony gormley / courtesy galleria con!nua and white cube © the ar!st

‘corner II’, 2012 | cast iron  | 73 x 55 x 66cm at the middleheim museum, antwerp

image courtesy xavier hu$ens, brussels

see more about the exhibi!on on designboom here 

‘limn III’, 2012  | cast iron  | 68 x 57 x 48cm at the middleheim museum, antwerp

image courtesy xavier hu$ens, brussels

Brilliant person, very kind as well having met and spoken to him on several occasions.
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antony gormley discusses his
monumental looping sculpture
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bodies
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a tree planted in water at the venice biennale
represents the wisdom of listening

the listener opens a global conversa!on about how we can create

spaces for listening in 21st-century society.
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human knowledge, social media as a factory of anxie!es, and the best

moment of the day.
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designboom will always be there for you - milan, new york, beijing, tokyo, since 1999

designboom spoke with curator rudolf frieling about paik's role in

establishing the field of 'video art', and his transna!onal work and life.

designboom spoke with the bri!sh ar!st and photographer about his

cinema!c heroes, the magic of film photography, and slowing down

the image making process.
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